Abstract: This study is focused on the design and development of efficient congestion avoidance and routing algorithm framework in Wireless Mesh Networks (W1.1J.'.Js). The framework will employ the use of clustering algorithm to booster the routing protocol with particular attention being paid to the aggregated data packets at the intermediate nodes toward the gateway in wireless mesh network. The design uses the enhanced weighted clustering algorithm as base algorithm because of the advantages identified in this protocol from previous research. Efforts are made to integrate congestion avoidance, load balancing routing and the clustering algorithm with the greater hope of achieving low routing overheads, end to end delay while throughout and data delivery ratio expected to witness high increase.
INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Mesh Network (WJ'vl1'.J) is a network made up of nodes organized in a mesh topology. Mesh topology is a type of layout pattern of interconnections of the various nodes where each node must not only capture and disseminate its own data but also serve as a connector to another node in the network for purpose of collaboration to propagate the data packet in the network thus, a mesh network adjudged to be reliable and offers redundancy (Akyildiz and Wang, 2009) .
The compositions of W1.1J.'.J are mesh clients, mesh routers and gateways. The mesh clients are those facilities that are connected to the network for the purpose of receiving or sending data from other facilities. Such facilities are laptops, cell phones and other wireless devices while the mesh routers forward traffic to and from the gateways which may either be connected to the Internet or wired LAN. If a member node can no longer operate due to link or power failure, the rest of the nodes can still communicate with each other, directly or through one or more intermediate nodes. Since, it offers reliability and redundancy, it can be deployed for network connectivity in areas where it is topologically and technically difficult to lay cables for wired connection for the provisioning of dynamic and cost effective connectivity. Unlike the ad hoc networks, W1.1J.'.Js are not most often resource constraint hence, it can be subjected to performing resource demanding functions such as congestion control or routing of traffic data in this case infrastructure "WJ' v1J.' .Js are the reference point. Whereas the hybrid "WJ' v1J.' .J can experience resource constraints if the hybridization involves wireless sensor networks (Methley, 2009) Wireless mesh architectures infrastructure is in effect, a router network which is built with peer radio devices without need to use cable between different nodes as is the practice in the traditional Wireless Local Area N etwork (WLAN) Access Points (APs). Mesh structural design sustains signal strength by breaking long distances into a series of shorter hops. Intermediate nodes not only boost the signal but supportively make forwarding decisions based on their knowledge of the network that is perform routing and other data traffic essential tasks. Such an architecture if carefully designed may provide high bandwidth, spectral efficiency and economic advantage over the coverage area (Jun and Sichitiu, 2003; Zirnmennarm et al, 2007) . Figure I shows a schematic diagram of a hypothetical W1.1J.'.J which comprises of mesh clients, mesh routers and gateways.
Due to its fast deployment, easy maintenance and low upfront investments, "WJ' v1J.' .J has gained considerable attention in recent years. Moreover, it is reliable and offers redundancy. "When there is a link or node failure, the nodes can still commllllicate with each other by using other intermediate nodes hence, W1.1J.'.J is dynamically
